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The concept of the Gloldie dimension of a module has been 
different ways: by Fleury in [2] and by Varadarajan in [S]. Fleury’s 
of the lattice nature -while the character of Varadarajan’s dualizat’ 
It appears, however, that in fact t.he second one is entirely of th 
the character of the first one is not. Modular lattices seem to 
to study such questions. Namely the concept of the Goldie dirn~~~~ 
can be extended to modular lattices and the fact that the lattice d 
one is modular itself, allows us to define the dual dimension of a lattice 
dimension of its dual copy. Moreover the Goldie dimension of the 
all submodules of a module M ard the classical Goldie dime 
be the same. So do the dual dimension of y(M) and the 
defined by Varadarajan. This approach allows us to simplify pr 
results of [4,5] and gives new characterizations of thlt dirnen~~o~ c 
the constant occurring in the Ku&-Ore Theorem [3] _ called Kur 
further on - as well as the spanning dimension defined by Fleury 12 
cases of the Goldie dimension. 
As we are mainly interested in the above problems with referents 
terminology we use throughout he paper is taken from the th 
the basic notations and results of the lattice theory 
Throughout the paper .Y =(L; V, A) will denote a 
(Of 1). The dual lattice Y * =(L; h, V) is modular 
lattices the Duality Principle holds, i.e. if a statement 
terms v and A is true for all modular lattices, then the du 
from # by interchanging v and A) is also true for sit1 
Letfora,bEL,[a,b]={xELIa=x~b}.Obviou 
[O, l] = L. 
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or modular lattices the Isomorphism Theorem holds 131: 
A. For any a, b E L the mapping q?t, : x-xAb is an isomorphism of [a,aVb] and 
[aAb, b]. The inverse isomorphism is ya : x-XVCE. 
A subset I of L\ (0) is called join-independent iff for any finite subset X of I 
xel\X we have VXAX= 0, where VX denotes the join of all elements of X. 
dulalization we obtain the meet-independency andrespective results for this 
notion, 
d the following result concerning join-independency for modular lattices 
131 . . 
B. I,f I is a join-independent subset of L \ { 0) and x is a non-zero element of L such 
that for any finite Xc I, XAVX= 0, then the set PU (x) is join-independent too. 
Zorn’s lemma implies that any join-independent subset of L \ { 01) is contained in 
a maximal join-independent subset 1’ of L \ { 0). By B if 0 +x E L \ I”, then VXAX f: 0 
for some finite subset X of I’. 
1. 
Definition 1. (a) We shall say that a non-zero element a EL is essential in 9 iff for 
any non-zero element XE L, aAx# 0. 
(b) We shall say that a lattice 9 is uniform iff any non-zero element of L is essen- 
tial in 9. 
Remark. The terminology in Definition 1 is used as in the theory of modules. As 
in the lattice theory, a lattice 2’ is uniform means, that 0 is a meet-irreducible 
element in 9. 
Lemma 2. Let a< b< CC d be elements of L. If b is essential in [a, c] und c is essen- 
tial in [a, d J, then b is esserrtial in [a, d]. 
Proof. Let x~(a,d] and bAx=a. Since bee, a=(bAx)Ac= ~A(XAC). But since b 
is essential in [a, c] and XAC E [CI, c], SAC = 4. Now by essentiality ofc we obtain x = a. 
This means th;at b is essential in [sr, d1. 
following lemma is in fact thle crucial step in extending the concept of Goldie 
di~ne~si~n of modules to modular lattices. 
3. Let a, b, c, d E L and bAd = 0. If a and c are essential in [0, b] and [0, d] 
reqwctively, then a V c is essential in [O, b vd 1. 
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oof. First we will prove that avd is essential in [O, bvd). For, let x 
[O,bvd] such that xn(avd) =O. This and 0 give aA(~~vd) = 
a/\bl\(xvd) = 0. Since a is essential in [0, b] and bA(xvd) E [0, b), 
tainly xAd=O. Hence, using again B, we obtain xh(bvd) = 0. 
x= 0. This proves that avd is essential in (0, bvd]. Similarly we o 
essential in [O,avd]. Now Lemma 2 completes the proof. 
Using a simple induction, one can extend Lemma 3 to the foil 
Corolllary 4. If al, . . . , a,,, b,, . . . , b, are elements of L such that 
(i) the set {bl, . . . . b,) is join-independent, 
(ii) ai are essent,ial in [0, bi] for 15 is n, 
then a,V-Va, is essential in (0, b,v-vb,,]. 
Theorem 5. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) L does not contain infinite join-independent sets. 
(2) L contains a finite join-independent set (a,, . . . 9 a,, ) such that 
essential in ..Y and the lattices [OS ai] are uniform for 15 is n. 
(3) sup(k 1 L contains a join-independent subset of eardinahty 
n<=. 
(4) For any sequence al s a2 s l of elements of L there exis 
k 2 j, aj is essential in [0, ak]. 
Proof. (1) * (2). Let us notice first that for any 0 # b E L there exists 
element CC b su& that the lattice [O, c] is uniform. If not, 
construct a sequence cl, c2, . . . of elements of L \ (0) such t 
independent and, for any k, caV--Vck is not essential in 
struction is clear. Now let us assume that we have constructe 
clv*+C& 1 is not essential in [O, b], there exists 
(q~-Vc~_ ,)Ad =O. By the assumption the lattice [O,d] is 
rhere exist O#d,, d21d with dll\d2 = 0. Put ck = d,. 
independent and cl V l l - vck is not essential in f4 b) a 
d2 #O. Thus we have an infinite join-independent set of element 
tradicts (1). 
Now let X be a maximal join-independent subset of the set 
such that the lattice [0, x] is uniform. By (1) the set A’ i 
We claim that x1 V-VX, is essential in Y. If not, then (~1 
0 #a E L. By the foregoing there exists an element 0 # c 
is uniform. Obviously the set {x,, . . . , x,,, c) is join-in 
the maximality of X. 
(2) * (3). Let us assume that Ik contains a j 
k > n. We show by induction (than 
(i) for any Oljln the set (al, . . . . aj, t)i+ Ir . . . b 
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For j-0 (i) is clear. Now let jr0 and C=a~V~~*V~~Vbj+~V*~*Vb~ and consider 
the element (at AC)V-~(a,+). Since all lattices [0, al], . . . , [0, a,] are uniform, by 
Corollary 4, (~,Ac)v-V(U,,AC) is essential in [O,al~-~a,] whenever a,Ac#O for 
s= I,..., pt. But by (2) qV-Va, is essential in Y, so in this case (aIAc)V-V(anAc) 
is essential in 9. This implies immediately that c is essential in Y which contradicts 
the fact that CAbj+l =O. Hence for some lcsSn,aJc=O. Putting j+ 1 =s, we 
obtain that the set {at, ..*,QJ++r,bj+2, . . . .bkj is join-independent. Thus (i) holds. 
In particular (i) implies that the set {a,, . . . , a,, b, + 1, , . . , bk} is join-independent. 
This is impossible as al V -~a,., is essential in ~1 The proof (2) * (3) is complete. 
(3)= (4). If (4) is not satisfied, then there exists a chain 0 #a, <a2 < l of 
elements of L such that for any j 2: 1, Qj is not essential in some [0, akcj,], with 
k(j) > j. Let { j,pl} be a sequence of indexes defined as folios: j, = 1, jltl = k( jm_ l). 
By the foregoing there exist elements Of~~~,~a:~~+, with ajmAUjm == 0. By B the set 
( 
I I 
Uj,,aj,, . . ..ajm. . . . } is join-independent. This contradicts (3). 
(4)* (1). If (1) is not satisfied, then L contains a join-independent set 
1 01 , . . . . a,, . ..}. Th en a1 <alVaz<alVa2Va3C l and for any k, (a,V-Vak)Aak+ t = 
0. This contradicts (4). 
Now we can de,fine the Goldie dimension of a modular lattice. 
Definition 6. If Y satisfies the equivalent conditions (l)-(4) of Theorem 5, then the 
Galdie dimension u-d 2 of 2’ is equal to n. If Y’ does not satisfy the conditions, 
then we put u-d Y = =. 
Ry Theorem 5 we obtain the following: 
Corolilary 7. (a) If u-d Y’ = n < 00 and a EL, then u-d[O, a] sn and inequality is strict 
iff thie element a is not essential in 9. 
(b) If u-d Y=nCoo and theset (a],..., a,] of elements ofL is join-independent, 
then 
U-d[O,atv*~*v0k] = i u-d[O,aj]ln, 
j=l 
Dualiaation of Definition E leads to the following: 
efinitisn 8. (a) We shall :;ay that an element a# 1 of L is ma/l in rY iff for any 
element x# 1 of L, aVx# I. 
(b) We shall say that a lattice J! is hollow iff any element x# 1 of L is small in Y: 
Dulalising Theorem 5 we obtain: 
hesrem 9. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) L does not contain infinite meet-independent se&
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(2) L contains a finite meet-independent set ( al , . . . , a,) such that aI Aa*- Aa,, is 
small in Y’ and [ai, I] are hollow for 1 s i 5 n. 
(3) sup{ k 1 L contains a meet-independent subset of cardinciity equal to 
k)=n<=, 
(4) For any sequence 9 9. a, s a, _ 1 5 9.. (: a1 of elements of L there exists j such 
that for all kr j, aj is small in [ak, 11. 
Now we can define the dual Goldie dimension of a modular lattice. 
Definition 10. If 2’ satisfies the equivalent conditions (l)-(4) of Theorem 9, then 
the dual Goldie dimension h-d 2’ of 9 is equal to n. If 2’ does not satisfy the con- 
ditions, then we put h-d Y’= 00. 
Obviously we have h-d Y = u-d &f.“. 
Dualizing Corollary 7 we obtain: 
Corollary 11. (a) If h-d ~3’ =n < 00 and a E L, then h-d[a, 1 ] 5 n and inequality is 
strict iff the element a is not small in 9. 
(b) If h-dY=kc 00 and the set (aI, . . . , a, ) of elements oj’ L is meet- 
independent, then 
h-d[a,l\.==*l\a,, l] = i h-d[aj, 11 Sk. 
j=l 
Since the lattice Y(M) of all submodules of a module M is modular, we can apply 
the above results in this case. 
Let us notice that if N is a submodule of a module M, then: 
(a) N is essential (small) submodule of M iff N is an essential (small) element in 
the lattice Y(M). 
(b) The module M is uniform (hollow) iff the lattice Y(M) is uniform (hollow). 
Now Theorem 5 gives the following well known result. 
Corollary 12. Given a module M the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) M does not contain an infinite set X of non-zero submodules of M such that 
if N,, . . . . Nk E X, then the sum N1 + l g. + Nk is direct. 
(2) M contains non-zero uniform submodules N, , . . . , N, such that the sum 
N = NI + l 9 8 + N, is direct and N is an essential submodule of lt3. 
(3) sup(k 1 M contains a direct sum of k non-zero submodules) = n < 00, 
(4) For any sequence NI c N2 E l . . of submodules of M there exists j such th 
is an essential submodule in Nk, for k 2 j. 
emark. Obviously condition (1) of the above Corollary and the fact that Ad c 
tains no infinite direct sum of non-zero submodules are equivalent;. 
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Let us notice now that if N is a submodule of a module M, then the sublattice 
[N,M) of the lattice Y(M) is isomorphic to .Y(M/N) in a natural way. 
Now Theorem 9 applied to Y(M) gives: 
Corollary 13. For any module M the following conditions are equivulenC 
(1) M contains no infinite set X of proper submodules such that if 
Nl ,...,Nk++X, then (N,fV-nNk)+Nk+1=M. 
(2) M contains proper submodules NI, . . . , N, such that 
(a) ~N~n~~~nN~_,nN~+,n~~~nN~)+~~=Mfor lSiSn, 
(b) N, n ..* nN,, is a qall submodule of M, 
(c) MINi are hollow modules for 1 s i 5 n. 
(3) sup{ k 1 M contains proper submoduk’es N1, . . . , Nk such that (N, n m-9 fl Ni_ 1 1’7 
Ni+IfI***fINk)+Ni=Mfor lsilk}=n<oo. 
(4) For any sequence NI > N2 2 l of submodules of the module M there exists 
j such that Nj/Nk is a small submodule of M/Nk for all kz j. 
The Chinese remainder theorem (cf. [5]) implies that if N,, . . . , Nn are sub- 
modules of a module M such that (N+4Ni_,nNi+,n-nNJ+Ni=M for 
1 S&PI, then the natural homomorphism f of M to the product ny=, M/N, is ‘on- 
to’. Obviously ker f = NI n l n N,. Conversely, if f is a homomorphism of M on- 
to the product ny=, Mi of non-zero modules Mi and Ni = ker Iti 0 f, where Iti is the 
natural projection of ni”,, Mi, then 
(9 (NIn-=f7Ni_,fINi+,n-nN,J+Ni=M for Is&n, 
(ii) 
Now conditions (2) and (3) of Corollary 13 can be reformulated as follows: 
(2’) There exists a homomorphism f of M onto the product of n non-zero hollow 
modules such that ker f is a small submodule of M. 
(3’) sup{k i M can be homomorphically mapped onto the product of k non-zero 
modules} =n<=. 
Certainly (3’) implies: 
(5) An infinite set X of non-zero modules such that for any k and any 
W 9 l -* t Mk E X, M can be homomorphically mapped onto nf=, Mi does not exist. 
By the foregoing remarks it is clear that (5) implies the condition (1) of Corollary 
13. In consequence all conc?itions (l)-(S) and (2’), (3’) are equivalent. 
In [5] Varadarajan introduced the notion of coran of a module M, defining 
corank M= n if M satisfies condition (3’) and corank M= CJO otherwise. In [4] Sarath 
and Varadarajan proved, in a more complicated way equivalence of (2’) and (3’). 
Actually corank M= h-d Y(M), so corank is simply equal to the Goldie dimension 
of the dual lattice Y”(M) of all submodules of M. 
2. Now we prove that the KuroS-Ore dimension of mo ular lattices js a special case 
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of the Goldie dimension. First we prove: 
Theorem 14. Let Y= (L.; A, A) be a modular lattice with 0 and 1. If‘ 1 = a1 ~-+a,, 
is an irredundant representation of 1 as a join and the lattices [0, a,], . . . , [0, a,] are 
hollow, then h-d P’= n. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1 the Theorem is clear. Let n I 2 and 
consider the lattice [OJr], with Br = a++a,. Obviously the element 6, is a unit 
in [0, a,] and ii1 = a+.va,., is an irredundant representation of B, as a join and the 
lattices [0, ai] are hollow for 2~ ir n. By the induction assumption we have 
h-d[O, 6,] = n - 1. Since 8r val = 1, by the Isomorphism Theorem A, we obtain 
This implies that the lattice [S,, l] is hollow. 
If h-d Ye:n, then, by Theorem 9, L contains a sequence of elements b,, . . . , b, 
such that the set {ti,, b,, . . . . b,} is meet-independent. Now it is easy to see that 
[~bi~1]=[~,bi~d,v(~5,)1=[6,n(~,bi)9~l] ~[“,cill* 
Hence h-d[O&] in. This contradicts our assumption. Therefore h-d 2 in. 
NOW let ~j=alA**~Aaj_,Aaj+,A***Aa, for 1 ljln 
Hence the set {iii,, . . . , ifn} is meet-independent and 
Theorem. 
We have 
h-d Y’rn. This proves the 
Let us observe that a lattice JZ’ is hollow if and only if 1 is a join-irreducible 
element in 9. So Theorem 14 implies: 
Corollary 15 [KuroS-Ore]. If 1 = a, V l =a Va, = b 1 v l l 9 \/ bk are irredundan t represen- 
tations of 1 as a join of join-irreducible elements al, . . . , a,,, bl, . . . , bk, then k = n. 
Now we will shortly discuss the notion of spanning dimension of modules in- 
troduced by Fleury in [2]. Trying to dualize the Goldie dimension of modules Floury 
considered modules satisfying the following (in some sense dual to the condition (4) 
of Corollary 12) condition: 
(*) For each strictly decreasing chain Ml >Mz > ... of submodules of M, the .\fj 
are small in M from some point on. 
He proved that if a module A4 satisfies (*), then 
(1) M= Nr + *** + Nk for some hollow submodules Ni (15 is k) of 
(2) If M=N1+~*~+Nk=N;+=~= + Nh, are two irredundant representations of A 
as a sum of hollow submodules, then k=m. 
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Then he defined the spanning dimension of M to be equal to Sd(M) = k. 
The condition (*) can be extended to modular lattices: 
()(I*) For each (strictly) descreasing chain al >a2> l .9 of elements of L, the 
elements aj are small in Y from some point on. 
Let us define G=((al,...,ak)lai& Vfz,ai=l and the join Vlk_lai is 
irredundant}. We can partially-order the set G putting {a,, . . . , ak} 2: { bl, . . . , b,} if 
every aj for 1 ~j 5 k is a join of some elements bi for 1 s is n. Let us observe that 
if {a*, IID9 ak} is a minimal element of G, then the lattices [O,aJ are hollow. Now 
the Konig Graph Theorem (cf. f 1)) implies that if A? satisfies (**), then (G, 1) is 
Artinlan. In consequence if a lattice dt’ satisfies (**), then for some elements 
Ql ,...,a&+ 1 =alV l -= vak, [o, ai] are hollow for 1 S is k. Now by Corollary 15, if 
1 =aiVenaVak=a;V-*8 Va; are two irredundant representations of 1 such that [0, ai] 
(15 is k) and [O, ai] (1 s&n) are hollow, then k = n. This extends the notion of 
the spanning dimension of modules to modular lattices. 
Rem&. Obviously the condition (**) implies condition (4) of Theorem 9 but these 
conditions are not equivalent (in fact even the condition (*) is not equivalent o con- 
dition (4) of Corollary 13 (see ES])). Hence the spanning dimension is not the 
dualization of the Goldie dimension in the lattice theoretical sense. 
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